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Stories Of Supernatural Events James Stuart Bell Jr
Remarkable True Stories of Jesus's Supernatural Presence In this new collection, people who
have seen Jesus, heard his voice, or had him intervene miraculously in their lives share their
fascinating stories. Readers will be inspired as they see Jesus at work in a variety of
circumstances, many of which are similar to their own. Though Jesus is the same yesterday,
today, and forever, these accounts will show how he loves each person individually and
manifests himself to each one in a unique and special way. Readers longing for more of Jesus
will be drawn closer to the God who is intimately involved and cares about every detail in our
lives.
Fascinating Accounts of Modern-Day Miracles Does God still play an active role in the world
today? Readers are thrilled to discover that yes, he does, showing himself in countless
miracles and unexplained events. In their signature style, trusted pastor Jim Garlow and writer
Keith Wall tap into readers' fascination with miracles by gathering exciting, credible true stories
of God's supernatural activities in the lives of everyday people. These stories will encourage
and inspire, making this a great gift or impulse buy.
Are angels knocking at your door? Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some
have entertained angels without knowing it (Hebrews 13:2 NIV). You may be asking, Are
angels real? If they are, can I experience their supernatural ministry… today? Author Kevin
Basconi shares ten years worth of real-life, modern-day supernatural encounters that show you
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the important role angels play in your everyday life. Unlike other theological teaching books or
bible studies about angels, Kevin presents a fast-paced, vividly written journey spanning six
continents and multiple nations as he revisits amazing angelic encounters and visitations of
Jesus that both he and dozens of others have experienced. Your life will be transformed as
you learn how: Angels work to answer your prayers and meet your daily needs. To activate
your ability to see and discover techniques to work with angels. Angels are involved in
miracles, healings, and the approaching global outpouring of God’s Spirit. Jesus modeled
angelic ministry and continues to employ angels today. How to Work with Angels In Your Life is
Book 2 in the Angels in the Realms of Heaven series. Work with the angels in your life and get
ready for God to empower you to accomplish the extraordinary!
In this book of 101 inspirational stories, contributors share their personal angel experiences of
faith, miracles, and answered prayers, which will amaze and inspire you. Celestial,
otherworldly, heavenly. Whatever the term, sometimes there is no earthly explanation for what
we experience, and a higher power is clearly at work. You will be awed and inspired by these
true personal stories from people, religious and non-religious, about hope, healing, and help
from angels.
Popular Author Helps Readers Discover the Christian Dimension in Tolkien's The Hobbit The
huge success of the first of The Hobbit movies has added to Tolkien's already enormous
popularity. As fans eagerly await part two of the trilogy, they will be excited to find out all they
can about the spiritual themes in the story's mythological world. This book explores good
versus evil in Tolkien's writings, the spiritual quest of Bilbo Baggins, the guiding hand of God's
providence, and much more. The author specializes in taking complex topics in religion and
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literature and making them accessible to every reader. A great gift for Tolkien book and movie
fans.
A car flips over on the highway and bursts into flames. A father hears devastating news about
his unborn child. A teenage girl follows a friend to a dangerous party. Then God happens. If
you have ever doubted the miraculous power of God, prepare to be astonished. Here, real
people share true stories of modern-day miracles—moments of divine intervention when the
hand of God was briefly and beautifully revealed. Edited by bestselling authors Angela Hunt
and Bill Myers, the eight stories in When God Happens include first-hand accounts of medical
healing, angelic visitation, and demonic possession. As Hunt and Myers write, these
testimonies “are a reminder that the God who reached down to touch those He loved in Bible
days has not changed. He has not turned His back on us or left us to our own devices. As
Scripture also states, ‘[He] is the same yesterday, today, and forever.’” We pray these stories
inspire you to look to God for the deepest needs in your life as you discover how He has
worked in the lives of others just like you.
Presents a collection of real-life experiences of ordinary people whose lives have been
touched and changed by God
Inspiring Collection of Life-Transforming Stories from a Bestselling Author God is near and
desires to change our lives, and then change us--from the inside out. In this new collection,
ordinary people share stories of how God has used miracles to change their lives. They tell
how God's display of power helped them overcome weakness, sin, and unbelief. These
accounts will bring you hope that you aren't defined by your past. This book will encourage
your belief in God's power on earth. More important, it will show that he wants to do more than
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demonstrate his might--he wants to have a closer relationship with you.
King Solomon states that God has set "eternity in our hearts." All our desires point to eternity
and find their true fulfillment in heaven. But are there actually real glimpses of heaven in this
life? Yes! Supernatural happenings take place from time to time as God so designates.
Heaven reveals itself in the form of miracles, angels, and even near-death experiences. We
also find it displayed in dramatic healings and gigantic answers to prayer that nothing else can
account for. Heaven Sightings contains a rich mixture of amazing true stories that will boost
your confidence in God and his ability to work miracles in your own life--and give an even
greater inkling of what the destination will be like at the end of your earthly journey. Put aside
the worries of your day and be inspired to place your trust in the God of heaven.
One day in 1986, Laura Schroff, a busy ad sales executive, passed an eleven-year-old boy
panhandling on the street. She stopped and offered to take him to McDonald's for lunch.
Twenty years later, at Laura's fiftieth birthday party, Maurice Mazyck gave a toast, thanking
Laura for her act of kindness, which ended up changing the course of his life. In that toast,
Maurice said that when Laura stopped on that busy street corner all those years ago, God had
sent him an angel. Laura's invisible thread journey has deepened her belief that angels -divine and otherwise -- are all around us. After her previous book was published in 2011,
readers from around the country and world began sharing with Laura their own stories about
how chance encounters with strangers have changed their lives. From a woman who saved a
life simply by buying someone a book, to a financier who gave a stranger the greatest gift of
all, to a teacher who chose a hug over discipline and changed a lost boy's future -- Angels on
Earth will introduce a series of remarkable people whose invisible thread stories will move,
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surprise, and inspire readers.
I Can See Angels is a delightful new collection of real-life angel encounters; fascinating and
comforting, showing you that there is always an angel by your side. Read about:*the grandma
who attended her granddaughter's wedding...even after she'd 'passed away'!*the angel who
saved three people from drowning...before mysteriously disappearing *the teenager who was
dramatically rescued from a soon-to-be demolished building *and the mysterious 'angel on a
plane'.
In our highly scientific age, even the possibility that modern-day miracles might occur is often
cast to the side of the rational road. But to those individuals who have actually experienced
amazing, supernatural occurrences first-hand, modern-day miracles are just as real as the air
we breathe. Where Miracles Happen by Joan Wester Anderson contains 45 stories of
miraculous events and angelic encounters. From physical healing to bodily protection to divine
guidance and provision, each story is firmly grounded in orthodox Christian beliefs and reminds
each of us that God continues to make Himself known to us through modern-day miracles.
Guardian Angels? Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some have unwittingly
entertained angels (Hebrews 13:2) Saved by Angels reveals how the Lord reaches out to all
people in various ways, as proven through this deeply personal journey of an everyday man
who overcame addiction and near-death through God’s supernatural intervention. Scripturally
sound, every page screams how much God loves you. You will see through spiritual eyes and
a softened heart what your heavenly Father has done in your life to try to talk to you, touch
you, and build a relationship with you. Using a testimonial-style approach filled with numerous
personal stories and answers to prayer, this expanded edition addresses seven ways God
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communicates with His beloved children: Prayer Scripture Dreams and visions Other people
The Holy Spirit Life circumstances Angels This knowledge inspires all people to deepen their
relationship with the living God as they realize that God's grace and mercy are not reserved
only for those who have made all the right choices, can recite 100 Bible verses, or stand
behind a pulpit----God's love is for everyday people, everyday! (Includes Study Guide and
DVD)
There is an unseen spiritual realm, and occasionally God allows us glimpses of it. "Angels,
Miracles, and Heavenly Encounters" offers a fascinating look at the supernatural world.
A diesel mechanic is smashed under the weight of a logging truck. A child’s inner tube is
sucked out of a peaceful stretch of water into a frothing patch of dangerous rapids. A woman
searching for peace is met with an icy chill when she begins arranging runestones.... In all
these stories, there is one common thread—God’s angels are waiting and ready to powerfully
intervene. If you have ever doubted the presence of angels or questioned whether God is still
acting through them, this book will inspire you to look beyond your everyday perceptions. In the
follow-up to their 2018 title When God Happens: True Stories of Modern Day Miracles,
bestselling authors Angela Hunt and Bill Myers invite you into the miraculous—sharing nineteen
true, rsthand testimonies of angelic appearances, perfectly placed protection, and unforeseen
interventions that will encourage you in your faith and cause even the most skeptical minds to
take a second look. Hear from a father whose family was saved from back-alley cutthroats by a
mysterious Scotsman, a woman whose spiritual battle was inexplicably resolved through a
tattooed pickup driver interested in potted plants, and a newlywed home economist whose
generosity to an unexpected visitor transformed her life. If you have ever doubted what angels
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are, where they come from, or how God is working through them today, we pray these stories
will open your eyes to the mighty work that is done when God happens.
Dare to Dream Big “When dreams come true there is life and joy.” --Proverbs 13:12, NLT
1996 God has designed you to dream big. But you sometimes need to be reminded how to find
God’s dream for your life and to pursue its fulfillment in the face of challenge. Dream Killers
focuses on the life of Joseph to show you how to overcome obstacles and to rekindle your
hope so that you can achieve God’s dreams for you. It provides... · Encouragement to hold on
to your dreams in trying times · Strategies to deal with “dream killers” that can come disguised
as friends, family, coworkers, and even mistakes from your past · Hope that God can bring
good out of the negative and fulfill every one of His purposes in your life God wants to take you
from stress to divine strategy, from a setback to a setup, and from a breakdown to a
breakthrough! It’s time to start dreaming for a brighter, better future.
In this new volume, the authors of the bestselling Christmas Miracles, The Magic of Christmas
Miracles, Mothers' Miracles, and A Gift of Miracles share more than thirty of the most
transcendent and mystical true stories they have encountered of ordinary people whose lives
were transformed by wondrous events, including: "An Angel's Hand": A struck car spins wildly,
sending the passenger door and seat belt flying. Yet the girl in the passenger seat is
unhurt—miraculously held in place. "A Path Through the Wilderness": Fleeing to freedom, a
mother and son are led safely through a mine-infested forest by a blessed nighttime apparition.
"Thanks, Tad": A child receives visits from the grandfather who died years before she was
born. "Matchmaker in Heaven": A mysterious red-haired woman has some surprising insights
into the personal ads. "A Shaving Cream Surprise": A husband sends a tender message to his
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grieving widow. "Miracles come more often than we might suppose," the authors write, "and it's
very likely that every family has at least one story they could tell. Each small miracle seems to
come as part of a greater plan, to accomplish a thing of worth, to help change a life, in addition
to offering comfort. Heavenly miracles—proof of God's love and involvement in our lives—are all
around us." Let Heavenly Miracles enrich your heart, mind, and soul and remind us all that
miracles do, indeed, happen.
"A compilation of true stories of the supernatural--including encounters with angels and
demons, near-death experiences, exciting rescues, miraculous provision, and manifestations
of God's presence--written from a Christian perspective"--Provided by publisher.
God Is Closer Than You Might Think A thin curtain separates the physical world from the
unseen spiritual realm. And sometimes God pulls it back to give us a glimpse of the other side.
In Heaven Touching Earth, ordinary people share more than forty all-new stories of miracles,
healing, divine provision and protection, and encounters with angels and demons. These true,
uplifting stories will remind you that even when you don't see obvious evidence of God at work
in your life or get quick answers to prayer, there is a loving Father who protects and provides
and is always working on your behalf in the invisible realm. Whether you're simply curious
about the supernatural world or longing for a fresh experience of God's presence, these
inspiring stories will touch your heart and strengthen your faith in the God of miracles.
Riveting true stories and biblical insights fill this inspiring exploration of how angels intervene in
our lives every day--whether or not we're aware of them.
Leading Expert Demystifies Angels and How They Interact with People Angels have a vital role
in the Kingdom of God--and in the lives of believers. Yet many Christians treat the existence of
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angels lightly or fail to consider them at all. In Angels Are Real Judith MacNutt pulls back the
curtain on this intriguing topic, recounting inspiring, true-life stories and miraculous interactions,
revealing what the Bible says about these heavenly beings, and offering insight into the
spiritual realm. She draws on solid scriptural support to explore · what angels look like · what
they do · why they are important in believers' lives · the heavenly hierarchy · what fallen angels
are · and more. Angels Are Real is an accessible, comprehensive, encouraging guide for
Christians. When believers grasp the importance of angels to God--and themselves--they will
better understand God's power and his extraordinary love.
This revised edition continues to walk both experienced Bible readers and those seeking it out
for the first time through a chronological, story-by-story and person-by-person experience.
Complete with maps of journeys and explanations of the acts and epistles, this book includes:
The journeys of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, and Moses, and the law from Joshua,
Judges, Ruth, Samuel and Kings, including David and Goliath, Gideon and Samson, and King
Solomon. The captives, the women, the poets, the prophets and more through the Old
Testament. The story of Jesus as told in the four Gospels. The acts of the Apostles as they
spread the word of the new church; the letters from Peter, Paul, James, John and Jude on a
variety of topics, and John's apocalyptic Revelation; The Apocrypha including Maccabees 1
and 2 along with other books included for other practices. An all-new reference glossary
featuring names and places with descriptions and cross-references to their discussion in the
Bible.
The Angels of heaven are ready! Are you? Kevin Zadai had a supernatural encounter where
he received insight and revelation on angels that will prepare God’s people for coming days of
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glory. For Heaven to flood the Earth with miracles and divine acceleration to take place, you
need to learn how to partner with the angelic realm! Prepare to go behind the veil. Spiritual
maturity is not just learning doctrine; it’s also discovering how to operate with the unseen
realm. The Agenda of Angels will give you unique glimpses into the invisible realm that will
help you: Understand the Command Center of Heaven Access the Battle Strategies of Heaven
Decode the veil of secrecy that surrounds the dimensions of the spirit Clearly discern God’s
will for you Identify and defeat enemies of the glory Execute the Victorious Rules of
Engagement Establish a link between praying in tongues and operating in the supernatural
Right now you are surrounded by all of the heavenly help that you could ever need. Discover
how to engage and partner with these angelic allies in your everyday life and step right into the
greatest move of God the world has ever seen!
Angels, Miracles, and Heavenly EncountersReal-Life Stories of Supernatural EventsBaker
Books
Toledo examines reports of numerous radical God-encounters experienced by children after
they were taught about the power of the Holy Spirit: visions, miracles, travail, prophetic
evangelism, marketplace intercession, and prophecy.
A doctor's account of her own experience of death, heaven and return to life with a new
realization of her purpose on earth. Dr Mary Neal, an orthopaedic surgeon, was on a kayaking
holiday in Chile. Sceptical of near death experiences, she was to have her life transformed
when her kayak became wedged in rocks at the bottom of a waterfall and was underwater for
so long that her heart stopped.To Heaven And Back is Mary's faith-enriching story of her
spiritual journey, her first-hand experience of heaven and its continuing life-enhancing effects.
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"Ordinary people of diverse faiths, including the non-religious, have experienced the wonder of
angels. This fascinating collection of true stories highlights how spiritual beings--manifesting as
a kind stranger, a radiant figure, or a comforting presence--have touched lives around the
world"--Page 4 of cover.

The Bible is full of stories of angels interacting with humankind, but what about today?
In this breakthrough book by prophet Jerame Nelson, you will understand that angels
do indeed dwell among us, and play an important role in God's plan of evangelism.
More than just an interesting collection of angel encounters, Nelson goes beyond just
describing angels (amazing encounters, their biblical significance, etc.) to revealing: The purpose of angels in human form; - Varieties and types of angels; - How angels
can help transform your life; - How to position yourself for angelic encounters; - Their
role in God's destiny and plan. The history of the entire Gospel was shaped through
angelic activity. Today it may not be as common to hear about angelic visitations and
encounters, but they exist and are happening right in our midst!
A Heartwarming Story Collection of Children's Encounters with God, Angels, and
Miracles Children have a special place in Jesus' heart. He said they are the greatest in
the kingdom of heaven, and their angels continually see the face of God. Perhaps that's
why children seem to be more receptive to supernatural experiences than adults. This
new collection reveals how God works in the lives of these precious little ones. It
contains the touching true stories of children who have heard Jesus speak,
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encountered angels, and experienced miracles. We could all use more childlike faith,
and these stories "from the mouths of babes" will encourage readers to be open to hear
from the Lord in a fresh, sweet, and pure way.
A Miracle a Day meets the desire for true stories of the supernatural, but presents them
from a biblical perspective that also meets the reader's needs for a deeper grounding in
the Christian faith. These 55 meditations draw from contemporary stories and stories
from the Scripture to readers biblical nourishment as they satidfy their curiosity about
the supernatural realm.
I am going to send an angel in front of you, to guard you on the way. Exodus 23:20
NRSV When Joan Wester Anderson wrote Where Angels Walk, millions of readers
were captivated by her inspiring collection of true stories of angelic intervention. The
book remained on the New York Times Best-Seller List for over a year.In the Arms of
Angels is Anderson’s newest collection of mysterious and heart-stirring stories of
heavenly guardians. From the harrowing account of a World Trade Center survivor to a
miraculous rescue during the first Gulf War, these powerful stories invite us to take
another look at the “coincidences” in our lives—to open our eyes to the angels who walk
beside us. “In times of uncertainty, we long to be reminded that, as Joan Wester
Anderson writes, ‘We are not alone.’” —Rev. Timothy Jones, author, The Art of Prayer,
Workday Prayers, and Celebration of Angels “In the Arms of Angels is a true gem, a
book to be treasured.” —Jessie Frees, radio host, WMTR/WWTR New Jersey
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A near collision while driving. Recovery from a serious illness. Escaping an accident
without a scratch. Everyone has had a moment when they knew someone up above
was looking out for them down below. Some things are just unexplainable. Sometimes
it has to be left to one's Guardian Angel. This book is a collection of stories that shine
with hope and true inspiration. Compiled by Brad Steiger and Sherry Hansen Steiger, it
celebrates the beauty of mysterious miracles that can only be attributed to those divine
helpers. You will be astonished by these remarkably true stories of angelic intervention.
An Amazing True Story of Angelic Intervention in a Desperate Situation The Stadlers'
harrowing journey began with a midnight crash caused by a drunk driver. The odds they
would both survive the crash were minimal--a testimony to the miracles that began that
night and continued through months of surgeries and hospitalizations. The Stadlers
struggled to rebuild their lives, only to face more heartache and loss. But through the
hard times, their faith grew as God continued to save them from despair and bring
blessings into their lives. For everyone seeking a deeper faith or affirmation of their
belief in a good God, this book will provide hope and the reassurance that God still
ministers through his angels today.
"There are many angels, maybe as many as the stars in the sky . . . ." And every single
one of these precious beings offers the world unique blessings. ANGEL POWER
describes the special tasks and responsibilities of each of the Nine Choirs of Angels.
The Seraphim, Cherubim, and Thrones are angels of goodness, love, and wisdom. The
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Angels of Dominion are angels of leadership. From the Virtue Angels flow miracles of
healing, comfort, and peace. The Power Angels are special warriors against evil and
defenders of goodness. The Principalities, Archangels, and Angels administer our
planet. By illuminating each Choir's special powers, the author enables us more easily
to draw upon its particular, radiant light. Weaving her own personal angel experiences
together with angel prayers and with true angel stories she has been told, the author
teaches us to open ourselves to angelic guidance, support, and protection. Her book
spreads before us a dazzling and profoundly reassuring prospect of angel power at
work -- a vision so beautiful and potent that those who experience it feel they know
heaven on earth.
A vision in a dream. A long-awaited healing. Protection from an accident waiting to
happen. Angels Among Us is a collection of stories of everyday people -- little children,
old women, young men, and more -- who had their lives stopped for a moment and
redirected with a little help from above. Some came to help. Some to heal. Others stood
as protectors and guardians. Some were prayed for and others showed up totally
unbidden, but all were remembered by those whose lives were changed from a visit by
their guardian angel. These inspiring stories will give you comfort and hope as you
learn that you are seen, protected, and loved throughout each and every day.
This book is a collection of stories from people who have experienced an encounter
with the One who promised to never leave or forsake you. During times of illness, tragic
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accidents or when needing divine guidance, God was always there intervening in the
lives of His people.
Inspiring True Stories of God's Intervention in Lives Today These inspiring real-life
stories explore what happens when people encounter spiritual forces, and how their
lives are undeniably changed. This dramatic collection includes accounts of contact
with angels, near-death experiences, powerful prayer testimonies, and unexplainable
miracles. Every story displays the victory of Christ and his kingdom over difficult
circumstances and opposing forces. The outcomes include increased faith, a sense of
the loving providence of God, a realigning of priorities, and a greater desire to share the
gospel. In turn, the reader's faith will be strengthened knowing that if God can steer
individuals through these unknown territories, he certainly will care for their everyday
lives.
100% Success in Prayer Have you ever been discouraged by unanswered prayers?
This is far from what God intends for His people! Kevin Zadai offers you the key to
seeing your prayers answered: accessing your dual citizenship in heaven and earth!
According to Scripture, we inhabit both the natural and heavenly realms at once. The
secret to answered prayers is listening to the words spoken in heaven and releasing
them into your life. These are prayers that God always answers! Many believers
experience defeat in their prayer lives because they have neglected this supernatural
secret. But Praying from the Heavenly Realms invites you into heavenly visitations with
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Jesus, where answered prayers are expected and supernatural results are the norm!
Learn how to: Cultivate spiritual soil that produces breakthrough, miracles and
answered prayers. Access supernatural answers from the throne of God. Develop an
experiential relationship with Jesus through heavenly visitations. Unlock the mystery of
living from the heavenly realm and infuse your prayers with power and authority! Learn
to echo the words spoken in heaven, and see your prayers answered like never before!
The true story of an ordinary boy's most extraordinary journey following a car accident
that left him paralyzed offers new insights on miracles, life beyond this world and the
power of a father's love.
In her third volume of magical prose and poetry about the messengers of God who
encourage us when we are down, acknowledge us when we are at our best, and lift up
our souls, Goldman collects the true stories of people of all ages who have had
encounters with angels here on Earth. Color illustrations.
Sometimes, the only answer is an angel. As a woman flees an abusive boyfriend, her
gas tank on empty, money materializes in her empty purse. Millions of fireflies suddenly
appear and offer guiding light to desperate refugees trying to find a path through a
mountain storm. Two women strongly sense that a missionary priest, far away, needs
prayer at the exact moment when he faces catastrophe. These are just a few of the
more than thirty true stories recounted in Angels and Wonders, a book that points
readers to the spiritual realm for answers to otherwise inexplicable occurrences. For
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anyone inclined toward spirituality, each amazing story provides further proof of God’s
heavenly care in difficult times; for those who aren’t sure if heaven really does
intervene on earth, this book provides plenty of reasons for them to doubt their
disbelief.
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